Grade Level:
Standard(s) or
Objectives:

Assessing with Primary Sources
Middle School (6-8)
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.6.5 - Analyze how a particular sentence,
paragraph, chapter, or section fits into the overall structure of a text
and contributes to the development of the ideas.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.6.4 Determine the meaning of words and
phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and
technical meanings.

Morris Library Special Collections Resources:
Article From The Daily Egyptian News Paper, “Students React to Attack on
Ships by North Viet Nam,” August 6, 1964.
http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1003&context=de_August19
64

Topic Background:
The United States involvement in the Vietnam was long, contentious, and controversial. The conflict
spanned nearly three decades. The 1960s saw the height of the Vietnam War protest.

Source Used:
The source used for this assessment is an excerpt from The Daily Egyptian, a local Southern Illinois
newspaper. The article excerpts show different local Southern Illinois student reactions to issues
occurring in Vietnam.

Multiple Choice Answer Key:
Question 1 – B
Question 2 – C
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Perspectives on Vietnam Involvement (1964)
“Students React to Attack on Ships by North Viet Nam”, August 6, 1964.

Question:
1) Why might the author have included the opinion of Joe Lauer in this article? (CCSS. RI.6.5)
a. Lauer’s opinion is included because it shows all students are in firm agreement about
what the United States reaction to the North Vietnamese attacks should be.
b. Lauer’s opinion is included because it demonstrates a reaction to North Vietnamese
attacks that differs from the other two students opinion mentioned in the article.
c. Lauer’s opinion is included because he is an important authority figure on the war in
Vietnam.
d. The author should have omitted Lauer’s opinion because it is irrelevant to the rest of the
article.
2) The author states “Opinions of SIU students ranged from those of emotion-filled reactions to
statements of thought-provoking interest.”
Whose opinion is the author most likely referring to when he states some opinions were thoughtprovoking? (CCSS RI.6.4)
a. Jim Sandrin
b. Wendel Moran
c. Joe Lauer
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